
 
 
 
 

 
 CONCEPCION 10 MW PROJECT 

COMMISSIONED IN PANAMA WITH TWO MAVEL 
FRANCIS TURBINES 

 
Benesov, Czech Republic  – 20 January 2009  – Mavel, a.s. announced the commissioning 

of the new 10 MW Concepcion hydroelectric power plant ( “Concepcion HPP” ) on the Piedra River 

in the Chiriqui Province of Panama.  

 

Istmus Hydro Power Corporation (Istmus) is the owner of the power plant and contracted a 

consortium of ABB, Inc. and Mavel, a.s. to provide “Water to Wire” equipment delivery and 

supervise the installation and commissioning. 

 

The site is located approximately 500 kilometers west of Panama City in the Chico River 

basin. Concepcion HPP is built as run of river project and uses the natural flow of the Piedra river. 

The power plant works with designed gross head 65 meters and maximum total flow 20 m3s-1 and 

installed power is 10 MW. A 2 250 m long penstock was built to reach 65 m gross head. 

 

Mavel, a.s. worked closely  with Istmus and its design office to find the optimal solution for a 

Francis turbine installation since the beginning of bid process.  Istmus had a simple request -

minimize civil construction and equipment price and maximize energy production. To meet this 

requirement it was necessary to solve two issues.  

 

The first issue was to find the optimal size of  the powerhouse. For this reason,  Mavel 

prepared three equipment alternatives utilizing different turbine size, speed and suction head. For 

each proposal, the expected energy production was calculated. Istmus,  with the help of the design 

engineer and civil contractor,  evaluated the corresponding  civil cost of each solution. From there, 

the final solution was selected.  

 

The second issue was to optimize  thetransient effects within the entire water way and 

protect the penstock against a water hammer effect,  especially in the case of emergency shut 

down. Mavel provided for Istmus a detailed transient analyses of the complete hydraulic system and 



proposed the optimal size of surge tank and its distance from the powerhouse. Mavel also specified 

the necessary rotation mass of turbine generator unit.  

 

Finally. Istmus selected the delivery  of two horizontal Francis turbines FSH1050. The 

turbine runner is overhung to the generator shaft. The turbine has no bearing and all forces 

generated by the turbines are kept by generator bearings. The fly wheel needed to reach necessary 

rotation mass is part of the generator. This solution provides an optimally compact turbine generator 

unit with simple installation and savings in civil costs. 

 

The complete scope of Mavel’s delivery was turbine inlet valves, turbines, generators with fly 

wheels, hydraulic pressure units and lubrication units. The generator subsupplier was Alconza. 

Installation was done by Istmus under Mavel’s supervision.  

 

The complete power plant commissioning was done under Mavel site management. Part of 

commissioning was performance guarantee measurement, which was done in August of 2008. All 

performances guaranteed by Mavel in contract were confirmed by this measurement. The best 

measured turbine efficiency point is 93.1 %.  

 

Mavel, a.s. is a Czech Republic-based manufacturing and engineering company focusing on 

production of turbines for hydro-electric power plants from 25 kW to 25+ MW.  Over the past ten 

years, the company and its subsidiary CKD TurboTechnics, s.r.o. have installed over 300 turbines 

at more than 200 sites around the world. 
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